Human daily behavior is guided by social signals. Among the most important signals in non-verbal communication are facial expressions, because from these expressions we can glean information about the internal emotional state and the intentions of others. Consequently, these signals have a deep impact on our motivational systems. In our everyday live, facial expressions are normally changing continuously (e.g. from a smile to a frown). Such changes carry diverging information about the emotional status of the observed person and are of motivational relevance for the observer. The neural correlates of such changes in facial expressions, however, are not very well investigated since until now research has been mostly concerned with static facial expressions.

Static pictures of emotional facial expressions have consistently been found to activate brain structures involved in emotional processing (for review see [@B35]). Pictures of happy faces have been shown to activate reward-related areas like the basal ganglia, including the ventral striatum and the putamen ([@B27]; [@B36]; [@B52]). In contrast, threatening faces are expected to activate the fight--flight system, and accordingly it has been found that fearful as well as angry faces activate the amygdala ([@B27]; [@B52]) and other limbic areas like the insula (e.g. [@B41]).

However, amygdala responses have also been confirmed for happy, sad and neutral facial expressions (e.g. [@B53]; [@B12]); thus, the amgydala might respond to meaningful stimuli in general (see [@B35]; [@B42]). Similarly, Adolphs ([@B1]) states that the amygdala might be responsible for detecting salience and biological relevance which is thought to serve a fundamental role to facilitate biologically relevant learning ([@B51]). Additionally, meta-analytic approaches have pointed to hemispheric differences in amygdala reactivity to emotional stimuli. While the right amygdala seems to be indifferent with respect to the emotional valence of the stimulus and to be activated by emotionally salient (facial) stimuli in general, the left amygdala seems to be involved in 'more detailed, cognitive perceptual emotional information processing' (p. 266), to depend on the emotional valence of the stimulus and to be only responsive to negative facial expressions ([@B14]).

Comparing static and dynamic facial expressions, it was shown that dynamic facial expressions elicit enhanced ratings of arousal ([@B50]; [@B40]), enhanced facial mimicry ([@B50]; [@B38]), and stronger amygdala activity (e.g. [@B21]; [@B39]; [@B48]). Yet, all these studies have examined the dynamic onset of emotional facial expressions; thus, the effect of the dynamic offset of an emotional facial expression is still unknown. In addition, the onset of a positive facial expression may have comparable effects to the offset of a negative expression on threat- or reward-associated systems and vice versa because in each case both dynamic changes carry comparable emotional information. Specifically, the onset of a happy expression and the offset of an angry expression share a positive valence, while the offset of a happy expression and the onset of an angry expression share a negative valence.

So far, effects of the onset and the offset of stimuli have been examined in the context of pain processing and conditioning. Even if this research did not involve dynamic changes during stimulus presentation, but a discrete onset and offset of stimuli, important information might be drawn for the onset and offset of emotional facial expressions. The first line of research was based on opponent process theories ([@B45]) and investigated temporal aspects of processing painful stimuli under the assumption that pain onset and pain offset are opposite ends of the reward-aversion continuum ([@B2]). Indeed, brain imaging studies indicate that pain onset (aversive) elicits deactivation in the ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens), whereas pain offset (rewarding) elicits its activation ([@B2]). Interestingly, recent research confirmed that physical pain and pleasure include the same networks as social pain and pleasure ([@B24]).

The other line of research investigated neural structures associated with conditioned stimuli. After fear conditioning, activity of the amygdala and the insula have been confirmed (e.g. [@B22]; [@B23]; [@B26]; [@B7], for review see [@B8]). Contrary to fear conditioning, in appetitive conditioning the striatum (e.g. nucleus caudate, putamen, nucleus accumbens) has been found to be a key structure activated by the conditioned stimulus associated with either a primary (e.g. [@B31]; [@B33]; [@B15]) or a secondary reinforcer (e.g. [@B9]; [@B16]; [@B8], for review see [@B8]). However, recent studies indicate that the dichotomy of fear conditioning as primarily relying on the amygdala and appetitive conditioning as primarily relying on the striatum is too simple. On the contrary, it seems that the striatum and the amygdala are functionally interconnected and both involved in appetitive and aversive conditioning (e.g. [@B43]; [@B44], for review see [@B8]). Accordingly, it has been proposed that the lateral nucleus, the central nucleus, and the basal nucleus of the amygdala are associated with the processing of aversive conditioning, while the basolateral nucleus is associated with appetitive conditioning ([@B8]). Regarding the striatum both the ventral and the dorsal striatum have been associated with a prediction error in appetitive conditioning. Additionally, the ventral striatum, mostly the nucleus accumbens, but even the dorsal striatum has been associated with aversive conditioning. However, Delgado *et al.* ([@B8]) stated that up to now the different contributions of striatum subdivisions (e.g. dorsal/ventral) for aversive conditioning have not been clearly identified. Nevertheless, some authors suggest that the ventral striatum might be solely involved in the processing of appetitive stimuli ([@B17]).

The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) has been investigated in the processing of reinforcement, often applying operant conditioning paradigms. It has been found that medial regions of the OFC are more associated with the reward value of reinforcers, and lateral regions of the OFC are more associated with the evaluation of punishers (e.g. [@B19]). However, it has been assumed that not only the hedonic valence of the reinforcement, but also the choice of a response is important for the activation of the OFC (e.g. [@B19]). A recent study by Elliot *et al.* ([@B10]) now shows that the medial OFC response is specific to positive outcomes and is independent of the behavioral significance ([@B10]). Additionally, they confirmed that the lateral OFC is activated by negative outcomes. Whereas emotional facial expressions have been confirmed to act as reinforcers using the presentation of static pictures (e.g. [@B49]; [@B46]), to our knowledge no study has investigated changes of these expressions as reinforcers. To investigate the reinforcing value of changes of facial expressions, however, onset and offset of the same expression have to be differentiated. The *onset* of a smile might be a reinforcer activating the reward circuitry, whereas the *offset* of a smile might serve as a threat or punishing stimulus consequently activating systems involved in fear. In contrast, the *onset* of an angry facial expression might predict threat or punishment and thus activate systems involved in fear, whereas the *offset* of an angry expression might serve as negative reinforcer: watching an angry person calming down might activate reward circuitries.

According to the reasoning outlined above, the aim of the current study was to investigate whether the dynamic onset and the dynamic offset of angry and happy facial expressions each have opposite effects on reward-aversion related neural structures. We focused on a subset of brain areas involved in processing of pleasure and pain. Our hypotheses were that all emotional expressions will activate the amygdala bilaterally, but that angry facial expressions will activate the left amygdala as well as the insula, whereas happy facial expressions will activate regions within the ventral striatum. More importantly, we further assumed that this effect will be modulated by the temporal change of the expressions (onset, offset). The dynamic onset of happy facial expressions and the dynamic offset of angry facial expressions should lead to stronger activations of reward-related regions within the striatum (all sub-regions, but especially the ventral striatum, e.g. the nucleus accumbens) and in the medial OFC, whereas the onset of angry facial expressions and the offset of happy facial expressions should lead to stronger lateral OFC, left amygdala, and insula activations. To examine these questions we measured neural activation by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in response to short video clips displaying the onset and offset of angry and happy facial expressions.

METHODS
=======

Participants
------------

After giving informed written consent 16 volunteers (seven females; age *M* = 22.9, s.d. = 2.3) participated in the pilot study, and 18 in the fMRI study (eight females, age *M =* 22.4, s.d. = 2.6). None of the participants reported any psychiatric or neurological history; furthermore, they reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Additionally, all participants in the fMRI study were right-handed (Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, Oldfield, 1971). The study was approved by the local ethics committee.

Design, stimuli and task
------------------------

The present studies employed a 2 × 2 factorial design with the factors emotion (angry *vs* happy expression) and dynamic (onset *vs* offset of emotion). The stimuli consisted of computer-generated (virtual) male faces (Poser, Curious Labs, Santa Cruz, CA) depicting the onset or offset of either angry or happy facial expressions (see examples in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Virtual faces provide useful research tools because they allow complete control over the facial expression and its dynamics. Compared to photos of real persons they were found to elicit similar brain responses (e.g. [@B28]; [@B30]). Fig. 1Examples of the four experimental conditions. In each column, one experimental condition is depicted with the start and the end frame of the video clip.

We used clips of 1.67 s length and a frame rate of 30 frames per second. Altogether, six male characters were created, which differed in hairstyle and hair color. For the onset conditions the clips linearly changed from a neutral into a happy or an angry face. For the offset conditions, the clips linearly turned from the fully expressed emotion into a neutral face ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Linear changes were used to secure the same physical features for the presentation of onset and offset. Each character displayed all four experimental conditions.

In the pilot study, participants were asked to rate the clips with respect to valence, arousal, and threat. The clips were presented in a randomized order, and after each clip, three different 9-point Likert rating scales were presented (valence: 1 = *very unpleasant* to 9 = *very pleasant*; arousal: 1 = *very arousing* to 9 = *not arousing at all*; threat: 1 = *not threatening at all* to 9 = *very threatening*).

The fMRI experiment was conducted as a block design (8 min in total). The four experimental conditions were repeated twice per session resulting in eight experimental blocks. Two baseline blocks were inserted (fixation cross for 25 s), after the first and the seventh experimental block, while the order of experimental blocks was randomized across participants. Each block contained 12 stimuli each displayed for 1670 ms followed by a 750 ms inter-stimulus interval. Participants were instructed to watch the clips or the fixation cross without any further task. The stimuli were presented on a light gray background via MRI-compatible goggles (VisuaStim; Magnetic Resonance Technologies, Northridge, CA) using Presentation (Version 9.13, Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA).

Image acquisition
-----------------

Functional and structural MRI was performed with a Siemens 1.5 T MRI whole body scanner (SIEMENS Avanto) using a standard head coil and a custom-built head holder. Functional images were obtained using a T2\*-weighted single-shot gradient echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR: 2500 ms, TE: 30 ms, 90° flip angle, FOV: 200 mm, matrix: 64 × 64, voxel size: 3.1 × 3.1 × 3 mm^3^). Each EPI volume contained 25 axial slices (thickness 5 mm, 1 mm gap), acquired in interleaved order, covering the whole brain. The orientation of the axial slices was parallel to the AC--PC line. Each session contained 190 functional images. The first nine volumes of each session were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration. In addition, a high-resolution T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo imaging (MP-RAGE) 3D MRI sequence was obtained from each subject (TR: 2250 ms, TE: 3.93 ms, 98 flip angle, FOV: 256 mm, matrix: 256 × 256, voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1 mm^3^).

Image preprocessing and analyses
--------------------------------

Data were analyzed by using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM5; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) implemented in Matlab 7.0 (Mathworks Inc., Sherborn, MA, USA). Functional images were slice-time corrected and realigned by an affine registration. The mean functional image was subsequently normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) single-subject template ([@B11]). Normalization parameters were then applied to the functional images and coregistered to the T1-image. Images were re-sampled at a 2 × 2 × 2 mm^3^ voxel size and spatially smoothed using an 8 mm full width half maximum Gaussian kernel, and temporally filtered with a high-pass filter (cutoff 128 s). Each experimental condition was modeled using a boxcar reference vector convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Parameter estimates were subsequently calculated for each voxel using weighted least squares to provide maximum likelihood estimates based on the non-sphericity assumption of the data in order to get identical and independently distributed error terms. Realignment parameters for each session were included to account for residual movement related variance. Parameter estimation was corrected for temporal autocorrelations using a first-order autoregressive model. For each subject, main effects were computed by applying appropriate baseline contrasts (simple effects).

Afterwards these first-level individual contrasts were fed into a second-level group analysis using an ANOVA (factors: emotion, dynamic, and blocking factor subject), thus employing a random effects model ([@B34]). The subject factor models subject constants that absorb much of the inter-subject variability present in most imaging data, which in turn leads to more sensitivity for the experimental effects (including group differences). First, we analyzed simple effects of each condition *vs* baseline and simple effects between onset and offset of both emotional expressions. Second, because we were especially interested in investigating the interaction between the factors emotion and dynamic, and in formally testing differences in simple effects, the following interaction contrast was calculated \[(angry-onset -- angry-offset) *vs* (happy-offset -- happy-onset)\]. Third, common activations of angry-offset and happy-onset and of angry-onset and happy-offset were identified by means of a conjunction analysis using the Global Null, a less conservative approach testing the combined null hypothesis for both contrasts of interest. Thus, a significant conjunction does not mean all the contrasts are individually significant, but that the contrasts are consistently high and jointly significant (cf. [@B13]). These analyses were performed using the small volume correction of SPM 5, a height threshold of *P* \< 0.05, family-wise correction (FWE), and an extent threshold of *k* = 5 contiguous voxels. Resulting activation peaks were superimposed on standard high-resolution anatomical images. For a priori expected activations, ROI analyses were carried out in the amygdala, the insula, the ventral and dorsal part of the striatum (nucleus accumbens and head of caudate, body of caudate and putamen, respectively), and the medial and lateral part of the OFC based on masks from the WFU Pick Atlas ([@B25]) as implemented in SPM5.

RESULTS
=======

Pilot study
-----------

Valence, arousal and threat ratings are shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Concerning valence, a significant main effect of emotion, *F*(1,15) = 64.7, *P* \< 0.01, η^2^~*p*~ = 0.81, and a significant Emotion × Dynamic interaction, *F*(1,15) = 148.3, *P* \< 0.01, η^2^~*p*~ = 0.91, was observed*. Post hoc* comparisons revealed that the onset of angry expressions was rated as more negative than the offset of angry expressions, *t*(15) = 8.52, *P* \< 0.01, and the onset of happy expressions was rated as more positive than the offset of happy expressions, *t*(15) = 11.28, *P* \< 0.01. Additionally, the onset of happy expressions was rated as more positive than the onset of angry expressions, *t*(15) = 11.26, *P* \< 0.01, while the rating of offset between happy and angry expressions did not differ, *P* \> 0.16. Table 1Arousal, valence and threat ratings for angry and happy expressions as well as their onset and offsetVariableValenceArousalThreatExpressionDynamic*M*s.d.*M*s.d.*M*s.d.AngryOnset2.901.124.511.156.511.05Offset5.050.715.521.063.361.57HappyOnset7.481.034.490.971.920.96Offset4.710.425.301.103.841.98

For arousal ratings there was only a main effect of dynamic, *F*(1,15) = 64.7, *P* \< 0.01, η^2^~*p*~ = 0.81, indicating that the onsets of both emotional expressions were rated as more arousing than the offsets.

Concerning threat ratings, there were significant main effects for emotion, *F*(1,15) = 34.1, *P* \< 0.01, η^2^~*p*~ = 0.70, and dynamic, *F*(1,15) = 5.4, *P* = 0.03, η^2^~*p*~ = 0.27, furthermore, the interaction Emotion × Dynamic was significant, *F*(1,15) = 108.1, *P* \< 0.01, η^2^~*p*~ = 0.88. The onset of an angry expression was perceived as more threatening than the offset of an angry expression, *t*(15) = 9.3, *P* \< 0.01, whereas the offset of a happy expression was perceived as more threatening than the onset of a happy expression, *t*(15) = 5.15, *P* \< 0.01. Additionally, the onset of happy expressions was perceived as less threatening than the onset of angry expressions, *t*(15) = 14.25, *p* \< 0.01, while the threat ratings of the offsets did not differ between happy and angry expressions, *P* \> 0.36.

In sum, valence and threat ratings revealed that the onset of an angry facial expression is perceived as more negative and threatening than the offset of the same emotion, whereas for happy facial expressions, we observed the opposite effect.

fMRI study
----------

The regions of interest (ROI) analyses (amygdala, insula, ventral and dorsal striatum, OFC) for the simple effects revealed for the onset of a happy facial expression significant activations (*P* \< 0.05, FWE-corrected) in the right putamen (see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for all main effects of the ROI analyses). For the offset of happy faces, significant activations were found in the left and right amygdala, the left and right insula, the left and right putamen, and the left and right lateral OFC. Both onset and offset of angry facial expressions revealed significant activations in the right and left amygdala, the right and left insula, and the left and right lateral OFC. The offset of angry facial expressions furthermore showed significant activations in the left and right head of caudate, the right and left body of the caudate, the right and left nucleus accumbens, and the left and right medial OFC. Table 2Significant activations as revealed by ROI analysis for the main effectsContrast*xyzZk*Brain regionAngry onset−220−163.17156Amygdala L220−183.00130Amygdala R−3424−44.38409Insula L3624−43.97164Insula R242203.35184Putamen R−4834−45.34342Lateral OFC L5434−47.23302Lateral OFC RAngry offset−20−8−163.42139Amygdala L200−123.71107Amygdala R−3024−44.531089Insula L3222−24.57854Insula R−61023.61170Caudate head L141463.84187Caudate head R−610−22.8440N. accumbens L1616−43.42123N. accumbens R−34−16−84.14743Putamen L242205.07863Putamen R−5022−44.3799Lateral OFC L5430−45.36133Lateral OFC R−2412−144.1723Medial OFC L1442−102.9517Medial OFC RHappy onset−34−16−83.53169Putamen LHappy offset−202−162.84117Amygdala L324−203.0989Amygdala R−3424−24.64717Insula L3628−44.54279Insula R−32−14−64.49476Putamen L24623.43454Putamen R−5224−45.24554Lateral OFC L5232−45.08308Lateral OFC R[^2]

The direct comparison of the onset and offset of happy facial expressions was not significant. In contrast, the same comparison for angry facial expressions revealed significantly stronger activation to the offset compared to the onset in the left and right head of the caudate (*x* = −12, *y* = 22, *z* = 0; *Z* = 3.54; FWE *P* = 0.005; 150 voxel; and *x* = 12, *y* = 16, *z* = 0; *Z* = 3.17; FWE *P =* 0.015; 141 voxel, respectively), and the right nucleus accumbens (*x* = 14, *y* = 16, *z* = −2; *Z* = 2.83; FWE *P* = 0.049; 94 voxel). To a minor extent using a lowered statistical threshold also stronger activation in right medial OFC was detected (*x* = 16, *y* = 48, *z* = −4; *Z* = 3.35; *P \<* 0.001, uncorrected; 8 voxel).

To directly evaluate our hypothesis of common mechanisms of the onset of happy and the offset of angry faces and vice versa we conducted conjunction analyses for the related conditions (e.g. happy-offset and angry-onset) in the specified ROIs. The analysis of common activations between the onset of an angry expression and the offset of a happy expression revealed overlapping activation patterns in the left amygdala and left insula ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and B). In contrast, the onset of a happy facial expression and the offset of an angry facial expression significantly activated the left putamen ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). Thus, these results partially confirm our hypotheses. Fig. 2Statistical parametric maps for the conjunction analyses of angry-onset and happy-offset, and of angry-offset and happy-onset, respectively. (**A**) Common activation of angry-onset and happy-offset in the left amygdala, *x* = −20, *y* = 2, *z* = −16; *Z* = 2.84; *P* (FWE-corrected) = 0.035; *k* = 114 voxel. (**B**) Common activation of angry-onset and happy-offset in the left insula, (*x* = −34, *y* = 24, *z* = −4; *Z* = 4.38; *P* (FWE-corrected) = 0.002; *k* = 264 voxel. (**C**) Common activation of angry-offset and happy-onset in the left putamen, (*x* = −34, *y* = −16, *z* = −8; *Z* = 2.84; *P* (FWE-corrected) = 0.018; *k* = 163 voxel.

Regarding the OFC, the conjunction analysis of angry-onset and happy-offset revealed strong common activations in bilateral clusters in the lateral OFC (left: *x* = −52, *y* = 36, *z* = −4; *Z* = 6.72; *P* (FWE-corrected) \< 0.001; *k* = 524 voxel; right: *x* = 52, *y* = 32, *z* = −4; *Z* = 7.69; *P* (FWE-corrected) \< 0.001; *k* = 436 voxel). A small cluster in the left OFC was also found to be commonly activated by happy-onset and angry-offset (*x* = −46, *y* = 28, *z* = −4; *Z* = 4.64; *P* (FWE-corrected) = 0.002; *k* = 26 voxel).

To further evaluate the idea that the onset of happy and the offset of angry faces compared to the onset of angry and the offset of happy faces would activate reward-associated brain regions stronger than threat-associated brain regions, respectively, ROI interaction analyses were computed. The ROI analysis of the interaction between onset and offset of angry *vs* happy facial expressions \[(angry-offset *vs* angry-onset) *vs* (happy-onset *vs* happy-offset)\] partially supported our hypothesis of an interaction within the striatum (left head of caudate, but not in the nucleus accumbens, see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, there was no significant activation for the reversed interaction term \[(angry-onset *vs* angry-offset) *vs* (happy-offset *vs* happy-onset)\]. Fig. 3Statistical parametric maps for the Emotion × Dynamic interaction analysis, revealing selective activation in the left caudate head, *x* = −14, *y* = 22, *z* = 6; *Z* = 3.29; *P* (FWE-corrected) = 0.011; *k* = 56 voxel.

DISCUSSION
==========

To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating the neural effects of the dynamic onset and offset of emotional facial expressions. Subjective ratings confirmed that valence and threat of the investigated facial expressions depend on their temporal change. While the onset of happy facial expressions was rated as highly positive and least threatening, the onset of angry facial expressions was rated as highly negative and highly threatening. Interestingly, the offsets of happy and angry expressions were rated as neutral in valence and only medium threatening, respectively, thus eliciting attenuated responses compared to the onset of the same facial expressions. Arousal ratings for all presentations were at an average level.

Interestingly, angry offset, angry onset, and happy offset activated the amygdala bilaterally. This result confirms the assumption that the amygdala is involved in the processing of emotionally salient stimuli in general ([@B1]). The non-significant results for the happy onset might mean that this condition is emotionally less salient. This interpretation is supported by the fact that also no significant activation of the ventral striatum was found in response to the onset of happy facial expressions. Another explanation could be that the happy faces have not been recognized as 'real' Duchenne smiles, but as social (fake) smiles. However, the valence ratings of our pilot study and the fact that fake smiles are characterized by their relatively short onsets (\<0.4 s, see [@B20]), seem to make this explanation unlikely. Furthermore, as humans are keen to detect cheaters (i.e. humans pretending to be friendly to take personal advantage), one would assume even higher salience and thus higher amgydala activations in response to fake smiles ([@B5]). Recently, it has been argued that the amygdala responds to facial expressions on the basis of their predictive value as a CS ([@B51]). According to this line of reasoning, the amygdala will always track the stimulus, which shows the most promise for learning. Probably, in the context of angry offsets and onsets, and also happy offsets, the onset of a happy face is therefore least interesting and salient.

The insula was activated bilaterally by the same conditions as the amygdala. The activation of the insula in the angry onset and the happy offset condition is easily explained by the role in the (social) pain network ([@B24]) and is in line with earlier results investigating facial expressions. Nevertheless, the activation in the angry offset condition as well might point at the insula having a similar functionality as the amygdala in detecting salience for biological learning.

Furthermore, not only the insula, but also the lateral OFC was activated bilaterally by the same conditions as the amygdala. The activation of the lateral OFC in the angry onset and the happy offset condition is easily explained by the role of the processing of negative reinforcers ([@B10]). Nevertheless, the lateral OFC activation in the angry offset condition as well might indicate that this condition has positive and negative aspects or point at the notion that activations in this region are arousal-related, which has been found in passive viewing of emotional pictures and emotional imagery ([@B37]; [@B6]). Furthermore, the distinction between lateral and medial OFC as distinct regions for either processing punishment or reward cues is mainly derived from totally different paradigms.

Regarding activations within the ventral striatum, it is very interesting that only the angry offset condition was associated with significant activations (nucleus accumbens and head of the caudate bilaterally). Additionally, the anger offset condition was the only one to activate the medial OFC. These results indicate that the offset of an angry facial expression is an important trigger to activate reward- or pleasure-related structures. Thus, while an angry face is supposed to be a prototypical stimulus activating the human fear system ([@B32]), the offset of this 'prepared' signal seems to be likewise of evolutionary significance to activate the reward system.

A direct comparison confirmed a higher activation for the offset than the onset of angry expressions in the head of the caudate bilaterally and in the right nucleus accumbens. Therefore and according to our hypothesis, the offset of angry facial expressions activates reward-associated brain areas within the ventral striatum; these results confirm our findings in the main contrasts that the offset of an angry face is of evolutionary significance by presumably providing information about the end of a threat. Remarkably, these findings are in line with results of a recent study investigating general emotional stimuli that appeared either to approach ('onset') or to recede ('offset') from the observer ([@B29]). Interestingly, approaching unpleasant pictures elicited enhanced startle responses compared to receding unpleasant pictures. Thus, depending on movement the same unpleasant picture triggered differential neural responses.

Furthermore, conjunction analyses confirmed strong common activations in the left amygdala and the left insula as well as the lateral OFC induced by the onset of an angry expression and the offset of a happy expression. This fits to the assumption that the left amygdala is specifically involved in the processing of negative information ([@B14]), and we might assume that such laterality is even true for the insula. However this is speculative because such insula laterality has not yet been described in the literature. Additionally, the lateral OFC activation fits well to the literature on the role of this region in the evaluation of unpleasant stimuli (e.g. [@B19]; [@B10]). Furthermore, the onset of happy expressions and the offset of angry expressions induced significant activations in the left dorsal striatum (putamen). However, the role of the putamen in reward-processing is still unclear although it is known that this area is involved in motivational processes and has also been related to reward prediction ([@B4]; [@B18]; [@B3]). It has to be noted however that putamen activations were also present in our study for the main effects of angry onset and happy offset, pointing at a more general involvement of the putamen in the processing of dynamic facial expressions.

The interaction analysis additionally revealed that the offset of angry facial expressions and the onset of happy facial expressions are associated with activity in the left ventral striatum (head of caudate). This last result confirms the reward association of angry offset, since we speculate that the angry offset contributed more to this effect than the happy onset (see main contrasts).

To sum up, this study is the first that investigated onset and offset of happy and angry facial expressions. Our results confirm that the angry offset condition is associated with reward-processing (e.g. nucleus accumbens, head of caudate, and to a fewer extent, medial OFC). Furthermore, angry-onset as well as happy-offset were found to activate regions involved in the processing of negative facial expressions (e.g. left amygdala). This finding confirms the laterality of the amygdala in processing of negative facial stimuli.

Our results also relate to both the literature on pain processing and on conditioning. There is evidence that onset and offset of a painful (unconditioned) stimulus activate threat- and reward-related brain areas in a different way. First, our findings fit well with the results of Becerra and Borsook ([@B2]) indicating that pain offset activates the nucleus accumbens whereas pain onset leads to its deactivation; similarly we found that the offset of angry facial expressions elicits a bilateral nucleus accumbens activation. We conclude that both the offset of an angry facial expression and the offset of pain signify relief and therefore are associated with the activity in reward-processing brain areas. Second, there are hints from the conditioning literature that the onset and the offset of an unconditioned stimulus have opposite effects on approach/avoidance behavior (e.g. [@B47]). Our observation of a different activation of reward- and threat-related brain areas by the onset and the offset of an emotional face are well in line with these results. Furthermore, the left amygdala and left insula responses to the onset of angry faces and the offset of happy faces perfectly fit with the assumption that these dynamic facial expressions both act as (conditioned) aversive stimuli.

Some caveats, however, have to be discussed. First, because we used only male faces, we have to limit the results for those stimuli. Additionally, it might well be that there are gender differences in the processing of faces, which could not be fully addressed in the present study. However, exploratory analyses did not reveal any gender differences in the processing of the faces in our sample. Further research might include female and male faces and a larger sample to scrutinize gender-related differences. Next, it could be that clips depicting emotion offsets lead to a bidirectional activation of motivational systems. This points to a methodological challenge, namely that the beginning of the stimulus (clip) is always a confounding variable. Dynamically presented offsets have to start with the full emotional expressions, as for example is the case for our angry offset clips which start with a full blown angry expression; thus we cannot disentangle the blood oxygen level dependent responses to the onset of the clip and to the dynamic change. Furthermore, we can not disentangle whether the observed effects relate to the specific event of an emotion appearing or disappearing or to a more sustained psychological state created through the repeated onset or offset of the emotional facial expressions. Further research should try to disentangle these two components by using event-related measures. A further limitation of our study is that only two emotions were investigated. Further research should investigate whether only the offset of angry facial expressions activates the reward system, or whether this is a more general phenomenon apparent for other negative emotional facial expressions as well. Last, although subjective ratings confirmed the positive value of our happy onset clips, brain activations in response to these stimuli were not as strong as expected. It might be that the happy expression could be improved by enhancing the amount of the smile or by confirming that the smile is seen as a Duchenne smile.

In sum, our results clearly indicate that the onset and offset of the same emotional facial expression are not only rated as being differently threatening, but that they also activate reward- and threat-related brain areas in a different way. As a consequence it seems necessary to take the temporal dynamics of facial expressions into account to understand their impact on social interaction as well as learning in social contexts.
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